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Abstract. Glocal News is a web app, a mashup of Google News and Google 
Maps, which attempts to visualize top local news, globally, in 70 languages. 
The news headlines, which are displayed on an infowindow, are provided by the 
public Google News RSS. The algorithm, built in JavaScript, uses geocoding in 
order to extract the toponym from a given location and the local storage tech-
nique in order to store the news temporary on the user’s browser. 
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1 Introduction 

Current information landscape enables people to have access to huge amounts of in-
formation, frequently in semi-structured data, which cannot be processed by humans 
as it is, leading to a phenomenon commonly named as “information overload”.  

Users discover news of interest in two ways: searching and browsing. If they have 
something specific in mind, they type usually relevant keywords on search engines. 
On the other hand, when they don’t have something to look for, they just browse for 
stuff that arouses their curiosity. 

We tried to combine the above “methods”, satisfying the searching “needs” with 
specific local news and the browsing “needs” making it pleasant and playful to drag 
and drop the pin in order to discover more news.  
Until now, news are presented usually in a timeline or divided in categories such as 
Politics, Sports, and International. However, many news portals are gradually embrac-
ing the crowd-sourced web (e.g. CNN iReport), providing news discovery per loca-
tion or neighborhood. That trend was our main inspiration. 

Our project, www.glocalne.ws, is a web application described as a mashup 
[1,2] of Google News built on top of Google Maps. A mashup, is a web page, or web 
application, that uses and combines data, from two or more sources to create new 
services. The term implies easy, fast integration, frequently using open application 
programming interfaces (API) [3] and data sources to produce enriched results. 

The field of mashups started to grow the last 5 years following the establishment of 
Web 2.0. Currently, there are several similar implementations out there, but they are 
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getQuery:: 
//Swaps strings and numbers making a valid array derived 
from searchTypes 
var temp_types = ObjToArray(searchTypes); 
//Detects available administrative levels (coun-
try,region,city etc...) 
for (var i in results.reverse()) { 
 for (var j in temp_types) { 
  if (results[i].types[0] == temp_types[j]) { 
                 temp_types.splice(j, 1); 
   var bounds = get-
Bounds(results[i].geometry.viewport); 
   query_results.push({/*Data for names, administra-
tion levels and bounds*/}); 
  } 
 } 
} 
//Orders the results as seen in seachTypes variables 
query_results.sort(function (a, b) { return sear-
chTypes[a.type] - searchTypes[b.type] }); 
//Gets the right name according to zoom level 
query = encodeURI(getName(query_results)); 

Of course, in order to form the query rightly, we have to take map viewports and ad-
ministration levels into account: 

getName:: 
//We get the map's viewport and then check for each ad-
ministrative level’s viewport(written in "data" varia-
ble). 
 //If it fits, we return that result to search for it at 
Google news. 
var s = size(map.getBounds().toSpan()); 
var i = 0; 
while (size(data[i].bounds.toSpan()) > s && i + 1 < da-
ta.length) i++; 
query_title = data[i].name; 

Here you can see the way our code chooses the administration levels (mentioned in 2.1): 

var searchTypes = { 
    "country": 0, "administrative_area_level_1": 1, "ad-
ministrative_area_level_2": 2,  
    "administrative_area_level_3": 3, "political": 4, 
"locality": 5, "sublocality": 6 
}; 
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Finally, the results are presented on an infowindow, ready to be consumed by the end 
user’s eyeballs: 

displayFeed:: 
//Every query is kept in localstorage and it is accessed 
with [set/get]Data() functions 
var f = getData().filter(function (v) { return v.q == 
query })[0]; 
if (f == null || /*Expired*/) { 
 var s = getData(); 
 
 feed = new google.feeds.Feed(_url()); 
 feed.setNumEntries(5); 
 feed.load(function (result) { 
 if (!result.error) { 
  /*Load rss contents*/ 
 } 
 else { 
  infowindow.setContent("This location provides no news 
currently"); 
 } 
 var d = { /*Data*/ }; 
 /*Update data according to d*/ 
 setData(s); 
 infowindow.open(marker.get('map'), marker); 

2.5 Known Issues 

At the core of geoparsing’s difficulty are the many ambiguities present in natural lan-
guage, including ambiguities related to toponyms. The type of ambiguity most relevant 
for geoparsing is termed geo/non-geo ambiguity [9]. For example, “Paris” can refer to 
“Paris, France”, “Paris, Texas” but might also refer to the person “Paris Hilton”.   

We tried to overcome this ambiguity by forming the search query as follows: [City, 
County], but the displayed results were reduced. Understandable, due to the fact that 
e.g. an article can just refer to “Athens” instead of “Athens, Attica”, or “Athens, 
Greece”, reducing the redundancy. The above problem could be addressed with su-
pervised machine learning methods. 

3 Further Work 

In order to improve the user experience, we are thinking of presenting the results into 
subsections such as: Entertainment, Sports, Technology, Politics etc. using probably a 
SOM [10,11] technique helping us clustering the relevant articles, keeping in mind the 
visualization [12] principles to avoid information overload. Also, the idea of solving 
the issue described on section 2.5, is on the roadmap. Another interesting area is the 
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personalized news [13]. Google News provides that option to its users but since there is 
not an available API, we are still puzzled how we can integrate this extra feature. 
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